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The study day was linked to the tercentenary of the 
Gillow firm's foundation, but perhaps more important
ly, as a tribute to Lindsay Boynton, whose loss is great
ly felt by all who met him or had an interest in the 
Gillow firm.

The first of many excellent lectures was given by Dr. 
Ivan Hall in his unique academic and humorous style. 
The quality of the restrained design, management, fin
ancial control, and the marketing skills of Richard Gillow 
were elucidated, by a trawl of the Gillow Archive.

Christopher Claxton Stevens followed with a lecture 
on Gillow's 'The Maker'. Again the refinement and 
restraint of the firms output was stressed. Gillows fur
niture it was said was not unique but just safe and good 
quality. The life of the firm was plotted until both the 
demise of their quality workshops in the 1960's and the 
name by 1990.

Adam Bowett's talk on the 'Right Good Stuff' was a 
fascinating insight into the Mahogany trade of the 18th 
and 19th century with an emphasis on the cabinet mak
ers viewpoint. Details of the makers use of the various 
timber grades and qualities available helped to provide 
a clearer picture of the mahogany trade. Evidence now 
suggests that the term 'Cuban Mahogany' is misleading 
and inappropriate. Gillows had complained about the 
quality of shipments from Cuba and in 1768 had refused 
a delivery.

Information now available relating to the price of 
timbers, costs of shipping and transport will no doubt 
assist in our understanding of the setting of final prices.

Sebastian Edwards 'Case Study' of a carved painted 
mahogany stool, which now stands in Kenwood House, 
proved the dilemmas in finding a stamped piece and 
matching its attribution. We were left with an unre
solved problem which will be familiar to anyone seeking 
the provenance associated with furniture stamp marks.

The pleasant surroundings of Kenwood House and 
grounds, combined with an interesting and informative 
lecture programme made this a great day, and I hope 
one of many more to follow. I thank all concerned for 
their efforts.

Simon Feingold


